WaterSignal announces a wireless system that continuously monitors water usage in real time. Utilizing breakthrough technology, a self-contained, non-intrusive monitor listens to the pulse of the water meter, and real time data is sent wirelessly to a website portal to view the properties water consumption by the month, day or even down to the hour. If a major leak occurs, much like an energy surge popping a circuit breaker, the device alerts the manager or engineer that a water spike above the preset limit has occurred. The alert can be sent to both a computer and a smartphone for the manager to act upon, and can be customized for business hours as well as after hours and weekends. For additional information on WaterSignal visit www.watersignal.com.

Sapphire Scientific introduces the new dual-wand 460 truckmount, combining proven components, solid design and operator convenience. The new 460 is well-suited for heavy-duty carpet cleaning and restoration. Delivering heat and pressure along with last-step chemical injection, this unit is geared for optimal performance. The 460 features a 38HP EPA certified gas powered Kohler engine. The 460 also incorporates Sapphire’s patented heat exchange technology which maximizes the use of the engine and blower exhaust to deliver higher temperatures to the cleaning tool. For further information on Sapphire Scientific visit 460.sapphirescientific.com.

SCIGRIP unveiled its SG900 Seaming Adhesive designed for joining and seaming solid surfaces. SG900 is formulated with the latest technology for the surfacing industry and offers excellent bonding to a variety of solid surface substrates including acrylics, engineered stone, cultured marble, glass reinforced plastics, polyesters and polyester blended materials. Available in a full range of colors, the room temperature fast-curing SG900 is ideal for a variety of construction and engineering applications. Featuring superior water and chemical resistance, including household chemicals, SG900 is also scuff- and impact-resistant and matches work surface texture when dry. For greater information on SCIGRIP please visit www.scigrip.com.

SitePro®, from Worksaver, Inc., introduces new Mini Snow Blades designed for Mini Skid Steers/Compact Tool Carriers. These 50” snow blades are ideal for clearing sidewalks, eliminating hand shoveling. Available with “universal” mini skid steer mount or Bobcat MT/Gehl, the mini snow blades feature a moldboard construction of 10-gauge steel with 3/8” x 6” bolt-on cutting edge. Skid shoes of abrasive resistant steel are standard equipment. For more information regarding SitePro® Professional Grade Attachments visit www.wssitepro.com.

Masterchem Industries, maker of KILZ® brand products, announced the re-launch of its KILZ PRO-X® 100 Series interior paint line. Featuring an advanced new formula, the product offers painters, contractors, property managers, and remodelers strong hide and touchup capabilities at an afford-
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Hubbell Lighting announced its latest energy-saving dimming controls solution—Hubbell Building Automation’s new CX Dimming Option Card. Now, any of Hubbell Building Automation’s popular, low-cost CX Lighting Control Panels are fully dimmable. The new CX Dimming Option Card provides 0-10V full range dimming allowing users to control their environments while increasing energy savings. The CX Dimming Option Card offers a low cost solution for lighting control challenges including stringent energy codes, demand response requirements and LEED qualifications. For further information on Hubbell Lighting products visit www.bubbell-automation.com.

New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgv@earthlink.net.
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